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Didier Dagueneau was what the French call an "original". In Dagueneau’s 

case, what was original about him was an intense competitiveness (he was 

the 1996 Husky racing champion of Europe). He used new oak, but not in 

order to apply a cosmetic veneer to a "prestige cuvée". He used new oak 

because he wanted the aromatic development a wine gets from "breathing" 

through the wood as it ages.  

        Dagueneau was the zenith of wine makers, according to some. Tragically, he 

        was killed in a light plane crash on September 17, 2008. He was not only a  

 

genius at winemaking, but he also listened to his terroir: nothing escaped him. Dagueneau’s aim was to show that 

Sauvignon blanc is one of the truly great white grape varieties, capable of producing wines that can match Char-

donnay or Riesling for sheer quality and interest. He was fortunate enough to have a terroir as great as his ambi-

tion. He "only" had to add the methods, in the vineyard and in the cellar, that would allow him to realize the poten-

tial of that terroir. The impact of his bold wines is particularly dramatic because his vines are on the silex-rich 

slopes of St Andelain where the domain has some of the choicest vineyard sites in this commune whose fame is 

rooted in its earth—95% clay-siliceous soil. It produces firm, very well-structured wines of great length and class 

whose aromas typify most the mineral, flinty, "smoky" character from which the Appellation, "Smoky Pouilly," 

probably derives its name.  

 

Didier’s son, Louis Benjamin Dagueneau, has taken over the winemaking at Dagueneau in a manner in which his 

father would be proud.  He worked with his father for several years before his death and has brought the domain, 

already one of the premier ones in France, to new heights with his crystalline, multi-layered wines. “I really 

learned everything from Didier," he says. "In essence, a wine must reflect its terroir and its vintage. No. 1: Wine is 

made in the vineyard. Everybody says that, but no one does it. You need to be rigorous and to have good sense. 

Second: Respect for nature. We converted to organic farming back in the 1990s. We tried everything in the vine-

yards and the cellar. We kept what we liked, and we ignored the rest." 

 

The scrupulously gentle handling of the harvest continues in the cellars at the domain. There is no pumping during 

the vinification process. The wine ages on the fine lees, unfined but lightly filtered, before bottling. The wine never 

undergoes the malolactic fermentation. The aim is to conserve the wine’s youthful fruit and not to impede the pur-

est possible expression of terroir. The oak is beautifully balanced with the grape flavors and the mineral notes 

from the soil.  

 

 
 

 


